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CHEF EMILE GOLIATH 
Dishing out 1660 meals a night,  
six times a week… 
!
Emile steps back and wipes his brow as the waiters take the last couple of plates on the 
counter. “Second course done. 830 more plates to go.” He takes one big breath, smiles 
and announces: “All right people, let’s get done with main course!” For six nights a week, 
Emile Goliath, head chef at Madame Zingara’s Theatre of Dreams, ensures that an average 
of 1660 plates seamlessly leave the kitchen (while managing around 32 staff members) and 
admits that it’s one of the most challenging jobs he’s ever done.  !
Emile’s been a chef for 14 years and studied at the Protea College in Cape Town before 
landing his first job at a quaint French/English restaurant called Cargill’s. After working at 
the Cape Sun International and a few other places, Emile ended up cooking meals at the 
airport for private landing jets. One of his most memorable clients in this job was Oprah 
Winfrey: “I made her a South African influenced dish; biltong-flavoured Springbok Loin 
served with potato and butternut cake, baby root vegetables, bok choy and beetroot jus.” !
After working at a few other places, Emile once again came in contact with another strong 
and enigmatic lady, the Madame. “I was working with friends who were employees at 
Madame Zingara’s restaurant in Loop Street before it burnt down and when the Theatre of 
Dreams launched (and everyone headed back) I knew I wanted to be part of it.” Funnily 
enough Emile didn’t start out in the kitchen - he sewed sequins on dresses in the 
beginning. “That was so much fun! But my passion was for food, so I joined the culinary 
team in 2007.” His mentor and the Theatre of Dreams’ first head chef, Grethel Ferreira, 
took Emile under her wing and taught him many valuable techniques (in the kitchen and in 
life). He joined the trek to London and returned to help open The Bombay Bicycle Club. 



“My seven years with the Zingara family has been so magical. There’s never a dull 
moment.”  !
When it comes to his culinary style, Emile confesses his love for the East. “I love cooking 
Asian cuisine. It’s spicy yet fresh.” But his dynamic and innovative approach to food is what 
keeps people coming back to the Theatre of Dreams. “We change the menu every now 
and again to keep things fresh. Obviously the old favourites like the chocolate chilli fillet 
are difficult to let go of, but I love conjuring up meals that will suit a wide variety of 
people. It’s a fantastic challenge.” !!!
The Theatre of Dreams 
Madame Zingara’s Theatre of Dreams is a dinner cirque spectacular which has been thrilling 
audiences in Cape Town, Johannesburg and Durban since early 2007. Based on the traditional 
Mirror tents of Europe, the innovative Theatre of Dreams has completely transformed the concept 
of dining out in South Africa, earning them many accolades for their interpretation of ‘dinner 
theatre.’ Offering a multi-sensory experience, which transcends the boundaries between audience, 
artists and staff, it is a unique synthesis of dining and entertainment where everything is possible 
and anything can happen.  !!!
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